
Moon 
In the end all unites by time, in the end i am just passing by. («Flowers on the Moon»)

And the face I see when night falls, is that me or is it you? («Shipping News»)

Mars
I split myself from time to recover from my wounds, I add dimensions to a line to form a secret cocoon. («Hunter»)

You burn through my darkness, you burn through my hidden secrets with your shield and with your spear. («Mars»)

Mercury
Your stains cannot be separated from mine, your unbroken soul is forever tamed. («Pauper’s Dream»)

Jupiter
Weaker is the light my body can reflect and the earth throws back a night the sun cannot protect. («Albedo»)

Venus
Until the moon appears the stars help me shed my tears. (« Venus »)

Tell me what doesn’t hurt when it gets broken? («Taken Apart»)

Saturn
The night shines far away from the sun that dries my tears. («Saturn’s Anthem»)

Sun
The sky’s red but you’ve escaped the evil wolf, after the stars have healed your wounds, I will meet you again at dawn. («The Wolf and the 
Sun»)

Your light outshines a darker star. («Beauty of an Abandoned Place»)
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On her fifth studio album called «Flowers on the Moon» Annakin writes about the seven planets which gave the names to the 
weekdays: Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn and the Sun. Annakin uses this cyclical aspect of the week as a metaphor 
of eternity. At the same time she takes it as a limitation in order to focus on just these seven planets on her record. The singer 
and composer scrutinizes the physics of Jupiter in her song «Albedo» and she sings about the poetic place names on the Moon 
in «Shipping News». In the epic track «The Wolf and the Sun» she tells us the norse lore of the evil wolf who tries to devour the 
sun at dusk and of the daily battle between darkness and light. In Annakin’s lyrics the relativity of time and place becomes central, 
and like a backdrop, the stars are present throughout the album and are referred to as friends, companions and healers.

While composing «Flowers on the Moon» the notions of time and space were also important regarding the musical decisions 
Annakin had to take; thus many of her compositions and arrangements leave a lot of room to feature her voice which is often 
just accompanied by a single instrument. In the title track, for example, she expresses the loneliness and the void of the universe 
with a delicate play of french horns and a sole trumpet that were arranged around the singer’s intriguing voice. In «Albedo» it is a 
harmonium’s bold but beautiful sound she is accompanied by, and in «Venus» it is the warm sound of a string quartet and a piano 
line played with one finger. To create a similar sound to the NASA recordings of planets, she recorded the vibration of drinking 
glasses on the track « Saturn’s Anthem ». «Mars» and «Beauty of an Abandoned Place» however work as powerful antipoles that 
counterbalance the more subtle tracks on the album. It goes without saying that these songs about Mars and the Sun are rich in 
their instrumentation and full of energetic drive.

The first recording session took place in London with songwriter and multi-instrumentalist Ben Christophers who is a longtime 
collaborator with Bat for Lashes and Anna Calvi. His antique instruments such as the marxophone or the phonofiddle add a dis-
tinctive character to the new album and form the basis of the acoustic tone of the record. Apart from that, Christophers co-wrote 
the song «Taken Apart» with Annakin. In the following studio sessions, Annakin’s producer Dimitri Tikovoi convinced her to create 
a radical soundscape and to use only scarce instrumentation on some of the tracks. They also decided to record real strings and 
brass, the arrangements for which were written by Fiona Brice with whom Annakin worked for an orchestral project in the past. 
The result is a beautifully dark, big and bold piece of art. «Flowers on the Moon» is a musical and conceptional master piece 
which leads you through the universe, and it takes you on a journey to the stars.

TRACKLIST 
01 MARS 04:52
02 TAKEN APART 02:55
03 SHIPPING NEWS 03:24
04 VENUS 02:40
05 SATURN‘S ANTHEM 03:23
06 FLOWERS ON THE MOON
07 THE WOLF & THE SUN 04:57
08 ALBEDO 03:25
09 BEAUTY OF AN ABANDONED PLACE 04:32
10 HUNTER 04:16
11 PAUPER‘S DREAM 03:21

PRODUCTION
Produced and mixed by Dimitri Tikovoi
String and brass arrangements by Fiona Brice
Additional instruments by Ben Christophers
Additional arrangements and programming by Annakin
Mastered by Pete Maher

All songs written by Annakin except 02 written by Annakin & Ben Christophers
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